Multimodal Learning Analytics (MMLA) captures, integrates and analyzes learning traces from different sources in order to obtain a more holistic understanding of the learning process, wherever it happens. MMLA leverages the increasingly widespread availability of diverse sensors, highfrequency data collection technologies and sophisticated machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques. The aim of this workshop is twofold: first, to expose participants to, and develop, different multimodal datasets that reflect how MMLA can bring new insights and opportunities to investigate complex learning processes and environments; second, to collaboratively identify a set of grand challenges for further MMLA research, built upon the foundations of previous workshops on the topic.
WORKSHOP BACKGROUND
The field of learning analytics is shifting from an emerging area of research, into mainstream educational research and practice. The inherently blended nature of most current learning settings, makes it essential to move beyond learning analytics that rely solely on a single data source (usually log files). Multimodal learning analytics (MMLA) provides insights into such learning processes that happen across multiple contexts between people, devices and resources (both Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). physical and digital), which often are hard to model and orchestrate [4, 5, 7, 8] .
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MMLA leverages the increasingly widespread availability of sensors and high-frequency data collection technologies to enrich the existing data available. Using such technologies in combination with machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques, LA researchers can now perform text, speech, handwriting, sketch, gesture, affective, neurophysical, or eye gaze analyses [2, 6] .
The workshop builds upon previous MMLA workshops at LAK, focusing on hands-on exposure to multimodal datasets and techniques for analysis. In addition, this workshop introduced the opportunity for participants to present their own multimodal datasets, as well as future-looking MMLA challenges and concepts, helping define this emerging field through discussion and feedback.
MMLA Community Foci
This full-day workshop was organised following the two main emphases of this emergent community. The first one is to build up and expand the community by letting participants explore multimodal techniques and data, using premade environments and sample datasets. This helps newcomers to learn and explore, and lets experienced participants see and discuss different approaches. Furthermore, in this workshop participants also were encouraged to submit contributions proposing new MMLA datasets that the community can use in the future, as well as future-oriented visions and challenges.
The discussion on the initial and participant-submitted multimodal datasets, and the techniques that can be used to gather and analyze them, set the stage for the second emphasis of the community: unearthing the major future challenges in MMLA research, and steering the community towards overcoming them.
WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
The workshop has two interrelated objectives that frame the emerging interest in MMLA. The workshop aims to create a 'common ground' for better understanding the current state of research and practice. As the MMLA community grows, it is also necessary to launch a set of future grand challenges to guide research, practice, and to bring together the different viewpoints of the field.
Disseminate the state of MMLA research through sharing datasets: Building upon previous workshop editions (in the LAK and ICMI conferences), this workshop explored advanced approaches and techniques for working with multimodal datasets. By providing access to high-quality datasets, participants were able to contrast analyses, triggering in-depth discussions and learning about the kinds of insights that can be gained from different techniques.
Discuss the current and future MMLA challenges: By letting participants submit their own multimodal datasets, this workshop continued previous efforts, expanding the discussion about what constitutes good practice for the design of data and analysis of MMLA. Furthermore, as the MMLA community grows, it was necessary to bring together different viewpoints of the field, to help identify future challenges, and define an agenda that guides MMLA in advancing research and practice.
Target Participants
The workshop welcomed researchers that submitted multimodal datasets, techniques or future challenges prior to the workshop. It also welcomed participants without a prior contribution, that desired to learn about MMLA and contribute to the discussion. All in all, participants came from different backgrounds:
Existing MMLA researchers. The LAK conference is the annual meeting for MMLA researchers, and continues to build upon the efforts of past workshops, accommodating the growing interest and work in MMLA.
New MMLA researchers. One of the key aims of the workshop is to attract new researchers from the LAK community to MMLA, and especially into its new Special Interest Group 1 (SIG). The low barrier to participate, with the hands-on sessionand the discussions, provided a dual opportunity to attract new researchers and practitioners.
LA researchers and practitioners. The workshop is also aimed at bringing together other LA researchers and practitioners that can discover there how to incorporate multimodal data and techniques into their ongoing research.
Initial Datasets
The workshop used the Math Data Corpus [3] , Oral Presentation Quality [1], and PELARS Project 2 datasets. The first two data corpora have been used in previous workshops, and are well documented. On the other hand, the PELARS dataset was new and provided a contrast for discussion about what makes a good multimodal dataset. The participant-submitted datasets provided seeds and new possibilities for eventual use in future MMLA events.
Dissemination Strategy
The workshop had two main planned outputs to be disseminated. First, the sharing of existing techniques and datasets, created among the research community and interested stakeholders. Additionally, the participant submissions formed the foundation for a set of grand challenges and a research agenda for MMLA, to support the forthcoming MMLA-SIG within the SoLAR community. After the conference, full-length submissions resulting from the discussions will be published on CEUR, and we are exploring the joint edition of future journal special issues on the topic.
The workshop used the LAK17 channels for the call of participation. Additionally, the organizers used their network of contacts (and that of the Program Committee), to personally contact a broad range of researchers and practitioners that have overlapping interests in related fields. The new-born MMLA SIG will serve as the main channel to consolidate the interest around the workshop.
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